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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report on the first data connected to the phenotype diversity of the Roma population from north/eastern
Bosnia and its genetic relations with neighboring non-Roma populations. Genetic structure of the Roma and non-Roma
population was analyzed considering on four the static-morphological and three the dynamic-morphological properties.
A total of 847 samples have been collected from unrelated individuals in the area of the north/eastern Bosnia. The investigated parameters of genetic heterogeneity were estimated by: the recessive phenotypes frequency observed property,
chi-squared test, exact-test, pairwise FST and genetic distance analysis. Estimation of genetic variability of the analyzed
populations showed significant genetic differentiation between of the Roma and non-Roma population. The basic factors of the found significant genetic differentiation between the Roma and non-Roma population are a result of a high
level of endogamy, the reproductive isolation of the Roma population and limited maternal gene flow with neighboring
populations.
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INTRODUCTION
Linguistic, cultural-anthropological (Fraser, 1992;
Marushiakova & Popov, 2001; Ioviţă & Shurr, 2004)
and genetic studies (Greshem et al., 2001; Mendizabal
et al., 2011; Gómez-Carballa et al., 2013; Moorjani et
al., 2013) show that the Roma (Gypsy) have originally come from Indian subcontinent 1.5 thousand
years ago. Studies have shown that the Roma populations share a common genetic history, as evidenced
by classical, mtDNA and Y-chromosomal markers
(Kalaydjieva et al., 2001; Chaix et al., 2004; Morar et
al., 2004; Zhivotovsky et al., 2004).
The European Roma are a founder population of
common origins that has subsequently split into multiple socially divergent and geographically dispersed

groups (Clarke, 1973; Morar et al., 2004; KlarićMartinović, 2009). A single founder population of
the European Roma have hight level intargenetic
homogenity as a consequence reproductive isolation
and endogamy (Mendizabal et al., 2012; Siváková et
al., 1994; Mastana & Papiha 1992). Also, studies of
the Roma populations have indicated that the genetic
heterogeneity of the Roma is evident in all European
countries. The basic factors significant genetic differentiation between different the Roma populations
and neighboring non-Roma populations are a result
of a high level of endogamy, cultural identity, the reproductive isolation and limited intergroup maternal
gene flow.
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Unlike other founder populations, whose genealogy
has been extensively documented, the demographic
history of the Roma is not fully understood and,
given the lack of written records, has to be inferred
from current genetic data. Anthropological and genetic studies the Roma populations suggest that cultural identity, endogamy and reproductive isolation
have played an important role in preserving genetic
isolation and homogeneity of the Roma population.
In the recent studies of the genetic structure of the
Bosnian human population, the Roma have not been
subject of research. This is the first study on the
genetic structure of the Bosnian Roma population
considering observed the classical genetic markers.
Our study primarily focuses on the analysis genetic heterogeneity and genetic diversification of the
Roma population with neighboring non-Roma Bosnian populations.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Population samples
A total of 847 samples have been collected from unrelated individuals in the area of the north/eastern
Bosnia. The samples have been contained from two
categories: the Roma population and the non-Roma
population. The population genetic structure of the
populations was analyzed application two phenotype systems with corresponding properties: the

static-morphological properties (form of the earlap,
the hairiness secondary digital phalanx, the flexion
of the distal phalanx of the little finger, the digital
index) and the dynamic-morphological properties
(flexibility of the language, extensibility proximal
joint of the thumb and extensiveness distal joint of
the thumb) (Table 1). Prior to sampling, all participants provided consent for the collection of samples
and subsequent analysis.
Population-genetic analyses
Estimation of genetic variability of the Roma population and its comparison with the observed of the
non-Roma populations was done using inter- and
intragroup genetic indices. Classic populationgenetic analyses included: estimation relative frequency of the recessive allele observed phenotype
systems and analysis chi-square test using a statistical program SPSS Statistics 17.0 for Windows
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). For the assessment
of intergroup genetic differentiation pairwise FST
analysis was used (Weir & Cockerham, 1984). The
genetic distance between populations was calculated according to Reynolds et al. (1983). As an additional test of interpopulation differentiation, exacttest (Raymond & Rousset, 1995) based on fenotype
frequencies was used. The population genetic structure was analysed using methods implemented in
the Arlequin ver 3.0 software (Excofier et al., 2005).

Table 1 Observed phenotype systems and their genetic determinants

Phenotype systems

Observed allele

Recessive genotype/phenotype

form of the earlap

L > l

ll / coalesced earlap

hairiness digital phalanx finger

D >d

dd / no-hairiness phalanx

flexion of the distal

RCF > rcf

rcfrcf / curved phalanx

digital index (♂♂)

LK > ld

lklk / longer forenfinger

flexibility language

R>r

rr / no-flexibility language

extensibility proximal knuckle of the thumb

DHT > dht

extensibility distal knuckle of the thumb

PHT > pht

dhtdht / hyperextensibility
proximal knuckle
phtpht / hyperextensibility distal
knuckle

phalanx of the little finger
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RESULTS
The frequency of the recessive phenotype and the recessive allele of the observed phenotype systems of the
Roma population and comparative non-Roma population are showed in Tables (2-8). In our study, the majority of the examined individuals of the Roma origin
have recessive phenotype observed the gene locus (Tables 3-7). Graphical display the frequency of the recessive allele at particular phenotypic properties between
of the Roma and comparative non-Roma population is
showed in Figure 1.
The analysis the chi-square test (Tables 2-8) between
of the comparative populations shows significant difference (p<0.05) in distribution recessive phenotype
between the Roma and non-Roma population for five

phenotype properties (excluding two: the recessive
phenotype ″the flexibility language″ and ″the digital
index″).
The value of the phenotype diversity in the Roma population (0.7957 +/- 0.0041) was lower in relation to the
comparative non-Roma population (0.8509 +/- 0.0031).
For the assessment of intergroup genetic differentiation
pairwise FST analysis (Weir & Cockerham, 1984) and
the exact-test (Reymondt & Rousset, 1995) was used.
Significant pairwise FST difference (0.067, p<0.05)
was found between the Roma and non-Roma population. A population differentiation exact test pointed on
significant differences in distribution recessive phenotype between the observed populations. Genetic relations of the comparative populations are presented
with the values of genetic distance (0.070).

Table 2 Frequency recessive phenotype ″form of the earlap″, the recessive alleles q and statistical significance of observed differences between comparative populations

Population

N

Rf

R

ql

Non-Roma

472

179

0.38

0.61

Roma

375

14

0.03

0.19

χ2

p

149.84

0.001

* p < 0.05

Table 3 Frequency recessive phenotype ″hairiness digital phalanx″, the recessive alleles q and statistical significance of
observed differences between comparative populations

Population

N

Rf

R

qd

Non-Roma

472

120

0.25

0.50

Roma

375

301

0.80

0.89

χ2

p

143.15

0.001

* p < 0.05

Table 4 Frequency recessive phenotype ″flexion of the distal phalanx of the little finger″, the recessive allele q and statistical significance of observed differences between comparative populations

Population

N

Rf

R

qlk

Non-Roma

221

131

0.59

0.77

Roma

187

112

0.60

0.77

χ2

p

0.0

1.0

* p < 0.05

Table 5 Frequency recessive phenotype ″digital index″, the recessive allele q and statistical significance of observed
differences between comparative populations

Population

N

Rf

R

qlk

Non-Roma

221

131

0.59

0.77

Roma

187

112

0.60

0.77

* p > 0.05
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Table 6 Frequency recessive phenotype ″flexibility language″, the recessive allele q and statistical significance of observed differences between comparative populations

Population

N

Rf

R

qr

Non-Roma

472

215

0.46

0.67

Roma

375

201

0.54

0.73

χ2

p

3.66

0.06

* p > 0.05

Table 7 Frequency recessive phenotype ″extensibility proximal knuckle of the thumb″, the recessive allele q and statistical significance of observed differences between comparative populations

Population

N

Rf

R

qpht

Non-Roma

472

123

0.26

0.51

Roma

375

306

0.82

0.90

χ2

p

145.71

0.001

* p > 0.05

Table 8 Frequency recessive phenotype ″ extensibility distal knuckle of the thumb″, the recessive allele q and statistical
significance of observed differences between comparative populations

Population

N

Rf

R

qdht

Non-Roma

472

303

0.64

0.80

Roma

375

19

0.05

0.22

χ2

p

280.61

0.001

* p > 0.05

Table 9 Frequency recessive allele observed gene locus in comparative populations

Population

N

l

d

rcf

lk

r

pht

dht

Roma

375

0.19

0.89

0.70

0.77

0.73

0.90

0.22

Non-Roma

472

0.61

0.50

0.63

0.77

0.67

0.51

0.80

Figure 1 Distribution frequency of the recessive allele at particular phenotypic properties
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DISCUSSION
Prevoius studies based on the analysis classis genetic parameters (Siváková et al., 1994; Mastana & Papiha 1992;
Tauszik et al., 1984; Bernasovsky et al., 1994) suggest that
the Roma populations show reduced intragroup genetic
diversity and significant genetic differentiation with other
populations. This studies indicated that genetic differentiation among the Roma populations and between Roma and
non-Roma populations determined by high rate migration,
isolation, genetic drift and inbreeding of the Roma population. Also, recent studies of the Roma populations based
on the analysis molecular data (Greshem et al., 2001; Kalaydjieva et al., 2001; Klarić-Martinović, 2009; Mendizabal et al., 2011; Mendizabal et al., 2012; Gómez-Carballa
et al., 2013) have indicated that the genetic homogeneity
of the Roma groups is evident in all European countries,
as a consequence reproductive isolation and endogamy
and that the demographic history of the Roma is rich and
complex.
Special attention in this study was paid to the analysis
of genetic structure of the Roma population and its comparison with the observed of the non-Roma populations
population from the area north/eastern are done using
intra and intergroup genetic indices. In our study classic
intra-genetic parameters indicated that the majority of the
examined individuals of the Roma origin have recessive
phenotype observed the gene locus. The value of the phenotype diversity in the Roma population was lower in relation to the comparative population. The majority observed
phenotype properties have detected significant differences
in distribution of recessive phenotype between the Roma
and non-Roma population. A relatively high percentage of
the recessive phenotypes and reduced phenotype diversity
supports a relative higher degree the reproductive isolation
and endogamy in Bosnian Roma population. Lower values
of this parameter may be due to slightly higher frequencies
recessive phenotypes that are noted in our study. Our study
shows that the Roma population a rather genetically closed
population in relation to the comparative non-Roma population. The data obtained in the study are correspondent
with date previous studies based on the analysis classis genetic parameters (Siváková et al., 1994; Mastana & Papiha
1992; Tauszik et al., 1984; Bernasovsky et al., 1994).
In this study, estimation of inter-genetic variability of the
analyzed populations showed significant differentiation
between the genetic structure of the Roma and non-Roma
population. A population differentiation exact-test and
pairwise FST analysis pointed on significant differences
in gene pool between the observed populations. Also, the
study by Tauszik et al., (1984) based on the analysis classis genetic parameters indicate on the interpopulational genetic differentiation of the analysed population Hungarian
Roma and non-Roma population. We suggest that the ba-
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sic factors of the found significant genetic differentiation
between Roma and the comparative non-Roma population
from the area north/eastern are a result of a high level of
endogamy, small size population, reproductive isolation of
the Roma population, strong drift effect and limited intergroup gene flow with neighboring populations.
CONCLUSION
The data obtained in the study are correspondent with the
historical documentation of the Roma, which suggests that
the cultural identity, endogamy and reproductive isolation have played an important role in preserving genetic
isolation and homogeneity of the Roma population. Consequently, we suggest that important determination and
incorporate date about the Roma population in recent Bosnian, regional and European base of the date. Further studies with more dedicated geographical sampling and molecular data would help in defining of gene profile of the
Bosnia Roma population, as well as further details of their
subsequent history.
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